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Has She or Hasn’t She?
It’s a little hard to believe Sandra
Bullock is 46 years old. The
recent oscar winner, who
garners attention for being one
of the world’s top earning
actresses and a new mom, has
managed to preserve a natural,
youthful look despite a messy
public divorce. We asked top
medical professionals, who’ve
never worked with Bullock, to
clue us in on her age-defying
secrets.

dr. nIno kuZMar, Md, Medical

dr. dIMItrIos MotakIs, Md,

director, st. clair cosmetic & laser

Frcsc, Facs, plastic and

clinic “Here’s a beautiful and
intelligent woman who gets it! Good
skin care coupled with subtle mainly
non-invasive enhancement has
maintained her exceptional beauty.
A definite but not too obvious use of
Botox has kept frown lines, forehead

reconstructive surgeon:

“Sandra Bullock has practically
stayed unchanged over the past
15 years. Although she’s wearing
makeup, there’s no evidence of
sun damage.
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Facials, gentle chemical peels or
microdermabrasion have likely helped
her maintain flawless skin. The lack of
wrinkles around her eyes, between her
brows and forehead, as well as the
position and shape of her brows, are
consistent with the use of Botox.
Small amounts of hyaluronic acid
fillers have probably been used to
camouflage some early signs of aging.
Her lips, thankfully, appear
unchanged. Overall, any treatments
have been subtle, giving her an
attractive and natural appearance.”
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lines and crow's feet in check.
Excellent dermal filler work has
maintained her midface and cheeks,
reducing the nasolabial folds and
minimizing volume loss in her lateral
lower face, especially along the naturally occurring deep folds seen in
Sandra with even minimal smiling.”
dr. Jon perlus, dds, periodontist,
Mrcdc: “It’s evident that Sandra
had some changes to her face, which
affects the lip position in her smile
creating the illusion that her smile
line has changed and that her teeth
have a different shape than before.
This would indicate periodontal
plastic surgery to create a different
gum line and/or crowns and veneers to re-contour her teeth while
at the same time eliminating any
defects or dental fillings and making
them more consistent in colour.
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